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said he said it true,. 5 saying, #GMAIL #IHAVEMYMUM. From Hell (2001)doul Audio Eng-hindi 1.‘Maharashtra may have played a dirty politics, but it cannot be faulted for giving hope’ Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis on Sunday said his government won’t spare anybody for atrocities by the Koregaon-Bhimashankar tribe

who recently commemorated the 200th anniversary of their yearning for a separate country. In a series of tweets, he said that he was saddened to see it yet again. In the first tweet, Fadnavis said that the Shimsha temple is located in Koregaon, but the incident happened outside it. He said the people of Maharashtra were
shocked by the attack and will do whatever they could do to ensure justice. I am saddened to see that the Koregaon-Bhimashankar tribe still commemorates the incident this year. — Devendra Fadnavis (@Dev_Fadnavis) January 15, 2020 On Saturday, Maharashtra booked six persons for allegedly assaulting Sambhaji

Bhide, leader of the Koregaon-Bhimashankar outfit, for their demand for a separate country of Koregaon. Bhide was thrashed in public in Godda on October 31 while holding a con
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